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 T
here is something undeniably 
romantic about the notion of 
owning a Nordhavn. This is the 
kind of boat that you could use to 
cast aside your landlubbing cares 
and cruise off into the sunset, 

never to return. Of course, many Nordhavn 
owners choose a more sedate lifestyle, but the 
round-the-world pedigree that this boat 
possesses makes it a highly reassuring craft to 
spend long stretches of time on board. 

For the uninitiated, Nordhavn began life  
in Dana Point, California, in 1973 when  

Jeff Leishman and Dan Streech started selling 
boats together. A year later, when the dealership 
they were working at closed, they joined up with 
Joe Meglen and went full-time under the name 
Pacific Asian Enterprises, or PAE for short.  
As is so often the case, the team began on 
sailboats before turning their eyes to  
creating a go-anywhere trawler, the Nordhavn 
62, which was launched in 1992.

When the 40 was launched back in 1999, it had 
a proper little ship feel to it that made it hugely 
appealing. This appeal grew in 2002, when the 
PAE team completed a circumnavigation in a 

Nordhavn 40
Round-the-world ruggedness in an appealing two-cabin package

1998 to PRESENt, fRom £295,000

iNSidE the NordhavN 40

The lack of space in the 
amidships cabin is the main 
compromise on the 40

Single heads compartment 
provides plenty of space

Upright instruments and a 
forward-tilted windscreen 
eliminate any risk of glare

The wheelhouse bench is better 
suited for planning a route than 
sitting at the wheel

Main dining area is situated 
opposite the galley

Storage space 
abounds in 
the forward 
owner’s cabin

Wraparound galley worktops 
offer plenty of food preparation 
space on all sides
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i n  a s s o c i a t i o n  w i t h  

CopperCoat 
The strongest copper-based 

antifouling available with a 
proven lifespan of  

10 years from a single 
application. To see what our 
customers have to say visit  

www.coppercoat.com

our Market expert  
Chris Jefferies
email: chris.jefferies@timeinc.com
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thE costs
Servicing (inc labour & VaT) 
Single Lugger 668 diesel engine 
£590.59 inc UK VAT 

Replacement parts (inc VaT)

Injectors £95.17 (each)

Oil cooler £358.74

cruising speed of 7.5 knots at 1,800rpm. 
US models come with a 107hp John 
Deere, and in recent years the European 
version has been upgraded to a  
160hp Lugger 1066T, although neither 
of these offer an appreciable 
improvement in top-speed.

Whichever engine you seek out, the 
result is extraordinary fuel efficiency of 
up to 3.2mpg, which combines with the 
massive fuel tanks to deliver a cruising 
range of over 2,500nm at 6 knots. 
That’s not quite enough to cross the 
Atlantic in one fell swoop, but it will take 
you from Cardiff to Corfu without a 
single refuelling stop.

The Nordhavn 40 doesn’t go 
anywhere in a hurry, but that’s not the 
point – its stability in even the roughest 
conditions means it can plod along at 
this speed no matter what kind of mood 
the weather gods are in. As if the 
extensive ballasting and 5ft 2in draught 
weren’t enough, Nordhavn also fitted 
the 40 with a steadying sail and flopper 
stopper stabilisers on folding   to reduce 
lateral roll.

lONg-lIfE aWaRd
This design has worked wonders for 40 
owner Ian ross, who has cruised his 
2007 model all the way up the West 
Coast of the British Isles and told MBY: 
“Mine has the optional ABT TrAC 
stabilisers and I use them all the time in 
a beam wind, I was up the Sound of Jura 
last year in an Easterly gale and it was 
quite rough and the stabilisers did quite 
well. I’ve got the flopper stoppers too, 
but I’ve never found it bad enough to go 
out and rig it out,” he admits. “I just have 
another whisky and hope that the 
weather goes away.”

The result of the slow but constant 

My Nordhavn 40 is called Iolair of Vatersay and I’ve owned her since she was 
new in 2007. She’s done 680 engine hours and around 4,000 nautical miles, 
from the Hamble to Oban via Kinsale. It’s not what everybody would call a 
pretty boat, but it has a certain charm and it takes most things in its stride; it’s 
more likely to be the crew than the boat that gives out. In the West Coast of 
Scotland there aren’t a lot of places where you can refuel, so I like that it’s got 
a lot of tankage – I only refuel her once every other year. I could go away for 
two or so weeks without having to go to the shops as we’ve got a deep freezer.

The Lugger 668 is a terribly good engine; I’ve had no problem with it at all. It 
goes through anodes quite often, but that’s par for the course – it shows 
you’re using them. I’ve run it flat out and got 8.5 
knots at 2,200 revs, but normally if I make 7 
knots I’m happy. I’ve got the wing engine, which 
has done all of seven hours, just to make sure it 
still works. In terms of fuel efficiency, I reckon 
I’m getting about 9.5l/h, including the generator.

The build quality is absolutely first class. The 
domestic batteries started going two to three 
years ago, but I’m not complaining, as they 
usually last six years. I’m only selling it because 
I’m getting a bit long in the tooth and I’m not 
getting enough use of her. Ian Ross

i bought oNe!
The key to the Nordhavn 40’s impressive 
globetrotting antics is its tortoise-like approach 
to munching the miles 
Nordhavn 40, making it one of the 
smallest production boats ever to circle 
the globe on its own hull. And that was 
no fluke, the feat has been repeated by 
four other 40 owners in the years since.

In 2004, production switched to 
South Coast Marine in China, resulting 
in what is sometimes described as the 
Nordhavn 40 Mark II. The fit and finish 
on these later models is more in 
keeping with the larger Nordhavns, 
which now measure up to 120ft. This 
means thicker, larger wheelhouse and 
saloon windows, granite countertops as 
standard and high-gloss teak panelling. 
In the same year the firm’s first UK 
brokerage, Nordhavn Europe, opened 
at Hamble Point Marina. More than 16 
years and 69 hulls on from its launch, 
the 40 is now the second-longest 
running model in the range and the 
cornerstone of the brand’s philosophy.

SlOW aNd STEady
The key to the Nordhavn 40’s 
impressive globetrotting antics is its 
tortoise-like approach to munching  
the miles. The modified full-draught 
displacement hull is designed for 
stability over speed and this is 
emphasised by the sheer weight  
of the vessel. 

Despite only measuring 39ft 9in in 
total, the Nordhavn 40 tips the scales 
at more than 22 tonnes – a full 9 tonnes 
heavier than a Fairline Squadron 42. 
Much of this weight comes in the form 
of tankage – Nordhavn fits 220-gallon 
water tanks and 920-gallon fuel tanks 
as standard. When these are full, they 
account for four tonnes of ballast.

Combine that with a 6-cylinder 
105hp Lugger 668 diesel engine and 
the result is a top speed of around 8 
knots at 2,200rpm and a comfortable 

Nordhavns are both heavily built 
and comprehensively equipped. 
The 40 has a high displacement to 
waterline ratio, which is partially 
due to a robust hand-laid FrP hull 
with plenty of stiffening in the way 
of internal framing. This high mass 
of material is not without its 
problems – high moisture readings 
are not uncommon (the properties 
of the vinylester gel-coats can be a 
factor here) and I have discovered 
minor osmotic blistering on an 
eight-year-old example. There can 
be hairline stress cracking around 
the deck fittings but the overall 
build quality is exceptionally high. 
Internally, there is little to inspect 
other than the top of the integral 
FrP tanks. If you are looking for a 
safe and comfortable, high-quality 
long-range cruiser you will find no 
better.
Tony Mcgrail, yacht Surveyor
Tel +44 (0)1202 483644
Email mcgrailtony@yahoo.co.uk
Website www.superyacht 
surveys.com

SuRvEyoR says

INTERIOR lIghTS
The halogen spotlights on 
early models can become 

very hot when left on, 
consider upgrading to LED

MaxIMUM aIR dRafT
The standard mast results in a 

31ft air draft – if you are 
planning any inland waterways 

adventures, look for a newer 
model with the folding mast

MaIN CaBIN pORThOlES
Two small portholes provide light 
and ventilation to the main cabin, 
but there is nothing to cover them 

and stop the morning light from 
waking you up

WhEElhOUSE WINdOWS
The aluminium coating on 

the wheelhouse windows can 
blister and peel off – it’s 

worth getting this retouched

data file
Model Nordhavn 40

Type Trawler

In build 1999 to present

designer Jim and Jeff Leishman

hull type Displacement

RCd category A for 12 people

Current value From £295,000

length overall 39ft 9in (12.10m)

Beam 14ft 6in (4.40m)

draught 5ft 2in (1.57m)

displacement 22.68 tonnes light

fuel capacity 920 imp gal  
(3,483 litres) 

Water capacity 220 imp gal  
(833 litres)  

performance 8.5 knots with single 
Lugger LP668D diesel engine

Cruising range 2,575 miles at 6.2 
knots with 20% reserve.

My TaKE: There are plenty of more affordable 
used boats on the market but few that can 
match the timeless appeal, capability and 
pedigree of a Nordhavn. No boat qualifies as a sound 
financial investment but this is as close as it gets. hugo 

To protect this boat with 
Coppercoat multi-
season antifoul would 
cost £1,400 (ex VaT)

pace is that most used examples have 
racked up 1000 or more engine hours. 
This might sound off-putting in the 
context of a planing flybridge boat but 
the Lugger is a different beast entirely, 
as it is designed to do 25,000 engine 
hours before it needs to be overhauled.

When our former sister title Motor 
Boats Monthly got its hands on a 
Nordhavn 40 in December 2006, 
reviewer Mark Turley was effusive about 
the Lugger’s reliability: “Given the 
no-nonsense fuel filtering systems  
and keel cooling arrangement – which 
obviates raw water strainer blockages 
– the propulsion arrangement has been 
made as problem free as you’ll find.”

Despite having such a reliable 
workhorse in the engine bay, PAE still 
fits the Nordhavn 40 with a 27hp 
Yanmar wing engine to serve as an 
emergency back-up to help you crawl 
into port at 4.5 knots in the event of an 
engine failure. This belt and braces 
approach is immensely reassuring even 
though none of the Nordhavn owners 
we spoke to had ever had to use their 
wing engine in anger. Most models on 
the market will have run their Yanmar 
for several hours, but this is purely the 
result of contingency checks to ensure 
that they are still functioning properly. A 
well-kept Nordhavn 40 should have 
10-15% of the main 

Single lugger 
unit is backed 
up by a yanmar 
wing engine

Upper helm offers 
little more than the 
basic controls
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RivaLS
grand Banks 42 Classic
An American-designed tough 
trawler with an aft cabin giving 
more accomodation than the 
Nordhavn. A 2003 model starts  
at around £329,000.

hardy Commodore 42
A semi-displacement alternative 
from the UK that boasts all-weather 
seafaring and comfortable 
accommodation. You can pick up  
a 2009 model and still get change 
from £400,000. 

Trader 42
A well-built British aft-cabin with a 
semi-displacement hull by Tony 
Castro. A 2008 model will set you 
back less than £300,000. 

what’S oN the Market

date 2005   price £295,000
located hamble point
Fitted with a 105hp Lugger L668D, it 
has been extensively upgraded with 
lots of extras. Featured in this article.
Contact www.nordhavneurope.com

date 2007   price £345,000
located Oban
This non-flybridge model has a 105hp 
Lugger L668D engine with 680 hours 
and the larger 250-gallon water tank.
Contact www.nordhavneurope.com

date 2005   price £375,120
located dana point, California
Another Lugger L668D model, this 
Nordhavn 40 has 1,702 hours and a 
flybridge with bimini.  
Contact www.nordhavn.com

engine’s hours put on the wing engine, 
and so some owners will use the wing 
engine while fishing, for example, to 
benefit from its lower noise levels.

Another benefit of this round-the-
world mentality is that many Nordhavn 
40s on the market come with a 
plethora of engine spares. On the model 
we viewed, the owner had replaced the 
injectors in anticipation of an eight-
month cruise to St Petersburg, but kept 
the originals as a back-up.

ClOSE qUaRTERS
The Nordhavn 40 may have two cabins, 
but in truth it is a couple’s boat with 
occasional extra berths. The owner’s 
cabin in the bows is perfectly 
comfortable and practical, with plenty 
of headroom, but as this is the smallest 
model in the Nordhavn range, 
compromise has to come somewhere 
and it is found in the form of the guest 
cabin. Situated amidships on the 
portside, this bunk bed arrangement 
would hardly be ideal if you wanted to 
share a long passage with another 
couple. This impression in reinforced by 
the fact that the guest cabin also 
houses the washer-drier and a sizeable 
hatch to provide the main access to the 
engine bay.

Across the companionway is the sole 
heads compartment, which is well-
sized, with a folding shower door and 
plenty of storage space. But the area 
where your guests are more likely to 
spend their time is in the main saloon. 
The Portuguese bridge layout provides 
internal access to the wheelhouse  
and foredeck and means that the side 
decks can be extremely slender,  
leaving plenty of socialising space in  
the saloon. PAE describes the 
Nordhavn 40 as a semi-custom yacht, 
and the best argument for this can be 
found in its approach to the space on 
the portside of the saloon. Over the 
years, Nordhavn 40s have been fitted 
with a diesel-powered furnace, an  
office or a chest of drawers, but on the 
model we viewed an L-shaped settee 
provided extra seating space.

ValUE hhhhh

BUIld qUalITy hhhh

aCCOMMOdaTION hhh

pERfORMaNCE hhh  
OUR VERdICT 85%

Next month Azimut 55

Tender storage is 
made possible by 
a derrick crane

Cockpit access 
is via the bathing 
platform only

This spirit of sociability is carried 
over into the design of the galley, which 
is situated on the same level and boasts 
a large granite preparation area to the 
portside of the central pillar. European 
Nordhavn 40s come with British 
electrical sockets, but much of the 
kitchen appliances are American, 
including the GE microwave and the 
trash, sorry, waste compactor.

pIlOT’S pROgRESS
The cruising habits of Nordhavn owners 
have clearly been borne in mind when 
designing the pilothouse of the 40. 
rather than the dashboard 
configuration of a sportscruiser with 
everything to hand, the lower helm 
looks more like something you might 
use to crack the Enigma code. The 
upright instruments and dials combine 
with the forward-slanting windscreen to 
eliminate any risk of glare. This design 
reflects the fact that the skipper is 
more likely to spend his time standing 
at the wheel and making small 
adjustments, rather than hunkering 
down at the wheel. The Furuno 
autopilot system means that once 
you’re out of the harbour, you can just 
set your course and leave it to take care 
of the minor adjustments.

A drop-down chart table is an 
optional extra on the portside, but Ian 
admits that he has never used his; such 
is the convenience of the C-Map 

electronic charts. Lifting up the chart 
table gives full side-to-side access, 
which comes in handy when mooring, 
but due to the lack of rear vision, most 
Nordhavn 40 owners have fitted a rear 
view camera to make backing into a 
berth easier.

Those looking for even better 
visibility can opt for the flybridge 
variant, which consists of a fairly 
austere upper helm with two Todd helm 
chairs and an emergency escape hatch 
that links up with the lower helm 
station. There is no great premium 
attached to flybridge models, and 
indeed Nordhavn purists will point out 
that Jeff Leishman is no great fan of this 
bolt-on design – he has gone as far as 
to forbid that any 62s be built with an 
upper helm.

That said, the Nordhavn 40 
represents a fairly savvy investment, 
flybridge or no flybridge. With so few 
models on the market and such a high 
level of build quality, residual values 
remain strong for many years. Nordhavn 
Europe even claims that some owners 
have recouped their original investment 
in full when the time came to upgrade, 
although deflated prices during the 
recession surely have a part to play here. 
Ultimately though, a Nordhavn 40 isn’t 
the kind of boat that you buy primarily 
with your brain – it’s a largely heartfelt 
notion and one that hasn’t diminished 
at all over the past 16 years.     


